Kawasaki ke100 engine

If you want basic transport, in a two stroke trail bike package, then the Kawasaki KE is arguably
the template for the entire class. So long as you make allowances for riding a low tech, twin
shock trailbike, then the Kawasaki KE does OK, either on or off-road. Kawasaki KE's skinny
forks can pop their seals if you try serious off-road malarkey, or wheelies outside the chippy.
The Kawasaki KE's disc valve two stroke single was considered lively back in the mid s, but
nowadays it's just an average performer, although the low weight of the Kawasaki KE just 95kgs
wet means acceleration is reasonably perky. The Kawasaki KE gets vibey above 50mph and a
bit noisy too. The cc Kawasaki stroker engines are tough and despite years of owner abuse,
they can keep rasping along for decades, if you use some good quality two stroke oil. The
Kawasaki KE chassis can suffer from rust, as the MX style mudguards allow bike and rider to be
caked with crud if you do any wet weather riding. Find a Kawasaki KE for sale. The Kawasaki KE
drum brakes are simply a liability on modern roads, they don't work at all well. On the upside,
the Kawasaki KE 's seat is wide, comfy and just big enough for two people to nip down to
Thresher for a four pack of Kestrel lager. Read what they have to say and what they like and
dislike about the bike below. Mine's a model with 6K on the clock. Very comfortable ride, the
suspension is surprisingly plush, perhaps a little wallowy on the tarmac but very nicely sprung
for off road. A rev counter would be nice. Performance is as good as any cc stroker. The disc
valve intake arrangement gives a useable spread of torque, it's not necessary to rev the nuts off
it the whole time. Reliability is excellent, just set the points and decoke the baffle occasionally.
There's nothing wrong with the brakes, they're no better or worse than any other drum brake
commuter bike. The electrics are very good for a 6V system anyway , the headlight is not
particularly powerful but the indicators do actually work. It has a weird clutch lever pulls up the
sidestand arrangement, but it works so it doesn't bother me. I had a TS which kept breaking
down followed by a TS which kept breaking down, then blew up , the KE is not as quick but it's
a lot more trust-worthy. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 11 images.
Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5.
Equipment 4 out of 5. Kawasaki KE motorcycle review - Side view. Medium Summary of owners'
reviews. The Kawasaki KE is a dual-sport motorcycle that was produced by Kawasaki from to A
direct successor to the G5, the major changes on the KE were different ergonomics and a
change in transmission layout 1-N to the G5's N The KE did not change much through the years,
although minor changes were made to the engine and transmission over successive model
years, as well as a switch to different tanks after the B4 model. It uses an oil injection system
that Kawasaki calls superlube to both eliminate fuel-mixing and give a precise fuel-oil mixture in
the two-stroke cycle , reducing emissions enough that the KE still passes US emissions tests.
Its fuel tank has a capacity of 2. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article does not cite
any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Dual-sport
motorcycles Two-stroke motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles
lacking sources from March All articles lacking sources. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Add links. Front sealed hydraulic forks, Rear coil shocks with
pneumatic struts. Back to Kawasaki Motorcycle Index Page. Click photo to enlarge. It makes a
great desktop image. The Kawasaki KE has remained true to its simple mission of providing
basic, enjoyable all-around transportation on the street or dirt. The frame is made of high tensile
steel and has a steel engine guard for off-road protection. Forest Service-approved spark
arrester assures the KE access to many wilderness roads designated for licensed vehicles. The
light weight also makes it easy to haul and has made it a favorite camping companion. As has
been proven over the years, the light weight and nimble handling, combined with a simple,
durable design has made the Kawasaki KE a great dual-purpose companion for countless
Kawasaki customers. The whole system, including the carburetor is enclosed, assuring
maximum protection and cleanliness. Made of hi-tech, round section high tensile steel, strong
yet light-in-weight metal used in our world-class motocross bikes. Kawasaki has the answer
with do-it-all dual-purpose bikes that come packed with exclusive features for you to explore
new heights of on- and off-highway riding and exploration. The KE is one of the most enduring
and best selling models offered from Kawasaki. Its rugged two-stroke engine is perfect for
simple around town transportation or doing a little off-highway adventuring. Not only is it built
to tackle a wide range of terrain, but it is engineered to appeal to a broad spectrum of riders. Or
the KLR It takes you wherever, whenever in smooth, torquey comfort. And with its huge 6. So
make your own world perfect. Bore x Stroke Compression Ratio 6. Specifications are subject to
change without notice, in accordance with national regulation and legislations. You must be
logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder
of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total

Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous
Honda Nighthawk Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to
post a comment. It was not assigned an Allied code name. Navy Grumman F6F Hellcat carrier
fighters. A newly built variant, the KiIb, was produced with a cut down rear fuselage during the
last months of the war which equipped five home defence sentai. High-altitude performance was
further improved with the final variant, the KiII, however only three of these were produced
before the war ended and this final variant never saw operational service. The Ki was a
stressed-skin cantilever low-wing single-seat enclosed-cockpit radial engine monoplane fighter
with retractable undercarriage. Control surfaces were fabric covered. It was also the only
production Japanese fighter to have an inline powerplant, the V Kawasaki Ha , a Japanese
adaptation of the German Daimler-Benz DB engine, as well as one of the first with
factory-installed armor and self-sealing fuel tanks. It also had a respectable performance, in line
with contemporary American designs, with speed and rate of climb emphasized instead of
manoeuvrability and range. It was an effective design, but suffered from engine shortages and
reliability problems. However, it never performed as expected due to continued quality control
problems with the engine, while far fewer engines were produced than required. The need for a
new engine became urgent on 19 January , when a bombing raid destroyed the Ha production
plant, [5] leaving otherwise complete Kis engineless. Chief engineer Takeo Doi with two other
engineers redesigned the Ki airframe to accept the new engine. Their solution was to use a
second skin to form a fairing riveted to the fuselage to smooth out the airflow behind the
cooling flaps and multiple exhaust stubs of the new engine cowling. The new model was flown
for the first time on 1 February This had a positive effect on the flight characteristics, enhancing
landing and takeoff qualities as well as improving manoeuvrability and reducing the turning
radius. Their conclusions were that, given pilots of equal experience, the Ki would always win in
combat. The company's designation for it was KiI-Ko. The integral engine mount and cowling
was cut off and a tubular steel engine mount was bolted to the firewall. Some redundant fittings
from the liquid-cooled engine, such as the radiator shutter actuator, were left in place. The first
aircraft with the original faired rear fuselage were rolled out of the factory between March and
June In contrast to the unreliable engines used by the Kawanishi N1K-J , Kawasaki Ki , and
Nakajima Ki that were keeping many of these aircraft grounded, the new engine was much more
reliable. Two remaining problems continued to hamper Japanese fighters towards the end of the
war, these being unreliable electrical systems and poor radio equipment, and while the latter
was never resolved, the Ki's electrical system was less of a problem than with other types. The
KiI-Otsu were newly built as such, rather than being conversions, with a cut-down rear fuselage
and improved canopy and were produced from May through to the end of July This version also
featured a modified oil cooler under the engine in a more streamlined fairing. The KiII was fitted
with a turbocharged water-methanol injected engine for improved high-altitude performance,
mainly to improve interception capabilities against the Boeing B Superfortresses, but only three
prototypes were built, and none were used operationally. The Ki made its combat debut on the
night of 9 March [7] and suffered its first loss a month later on the night of 7 April , when a
single Ki of the 18th Sentai was downed by a B Superfortress after "attacking the formation
again and again". A well-handled Ki was able to outmanoeuvre any American fighter, including
the PD Mustangs and Republic PN Thunderbolts which escorted the Bs over Japan, and was
comparable in speed, especially at medium altitudes. The Ki was a tough opponent in the hands
of an experienced pilot. Army fighter units equipped with this model included the 5th, 17th, 18th,
20th, 59th, th, th, th and th Sentai , and the 81st Independent Fighter Company. Many Akeno and
Hitachi instructors were from operational units and between training sorties they also flew
combat missions, making the most of the few fighters that were operational, but these wings
were only partially re-equipped. During interception of high-flying B Superfortresses before the
Bs switched to low-level missions the new fighters struggled as the engine's performance still
dropped off at high altitudes. The most effective strategy against the B Superfortress remained
the exceedingly dangerous head-on attack, which left the fighter relatively stationary in the
sights of the bomber's defensive guns, making it an easy target. The Americans recorded a loss
of nine Bs, including those downed by Kis over the target area. The Ki pilots claimed six Ps and
in return, five Kis were lost, with three pilots killed, although American records only show one
loss. Claims and counter-claims for this action remain contentious. These include a Ki and a
Hellcat which collided, killing both pilots. After the bombing of the Kagamigahara plant and the
slow deliveries of components by satellite plants, the production rate of the Ki declined, and
between May and July, only 12 were delivered. Bombing would end production with only of the
Army Type 5 Fighter Model 1b having been delivered. The final flights made by the Imperial

Japanese Army Air Service were made by two Kis ferried from Komachi to Yokosuka , where
they were handed over to the United States, who then shipped them back to the US for
evaluation. Data from Japanese Aircraft of the Pacific War [21]. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Retrieved 15 December Retrieved 16 April Kawasaki aircraft. BK BK C2. Imperial
Japanese Army Air Service aircraft designations. Hidden categories: Use dmy dates from
December Articles containing Japanese-language text Aircraft specs templates using more
general parameter Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Kawasaki Kokuki Kogyo K. Imperial Japanese
Army Air Service. Per Francillon [1]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Kawasaki Ki It
was alpha-numerical replacement for the Kawasaki G5. Major changes over the G5 were color,
marking, speedometer position, grips, and seat. The KE also had brighter head and tail lights.
Claimed horsepower was The engine was a air cooled single cylinder, two-stroke. Fuel was
supplied via a rotary valves. It came with a 2. Stopping was achieved via expanding brake in the
front and a expanding brake in the rear. The KE was fitted with a 2. From CycleChaos. Kawasaki
KE Manufacturer Kawasaki. Western Power Sports. Kawasaki ZX series. List of Kawasaki
motorcycles. This motorcycle , scooter , or moped -related article is a stub. You can help Cycle
Chaos by expanding it. Contact User:Budlight if you need help. Categories : Dual purpose
motorcycles Motorcycle stubs Kawasaki motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles s
motorcycles cc displacement motorcycles cc 2-stroke motorcycles cc Single cylinder
motorcycles Single cylinder motorcycles Single cylinder 2-stroke motorcycles 2-stroke
motorcycles Rotary Disc Valve motorcycles Kawasaki KE series. Namespaces Page Discussion.
Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 2 December , at Dual purpose. Gear
box: 5-speed Final Drive: chain. K-tech 10W Service Manual. Welcome our 4 Sale series about
interesting, unique or weird bikes for sale online. Note: This is not an advertisement. ADVrider
is not affiliated in any way with either the seller or marketplace. Do you know of any unique
bikes for sale? Let us know by filling in this form. Most of the Japanese street-legal two-strokes
died in the s, as environmental regulations tightened in the US. For reasons unknown, Kawasaki
kept importing this weedy little street-and-trail into North American markets as late as , long
after all the other street-legal counterparts had gone the way of the dinosaur. In fact, the KE
outlasted most two-stroke dirt bikes as well. Not bad, for a machine that saw its genesis all the
way back in ! No wonder it looks old-fashioned: this design really goes back to the early s.
Photo: Craigslist. You can find an explanation of how rotary valves work here ; basically, they
had a disc mounted to the end of the crankshaft which controlled when the intake opened. This
was a superior, more reliable system than old piston-port designs, and pre-dated the reed valve
design. For the time, these bikes were known for making decent power when compared to their
predecessors. Considering their weak output, though, the KE is thought to be decently torquey.
Not the arm-wrenching power of a CR-series MX bike, for sure, but adequate. Instead, they
premix the fuel. The KE rolled on a inch front wheel and inch rear, and had very basic
suspension. Up front, it sported old-school, tiny telescopic forks, and in the rear, it had dual
shocks. In fact, you could really call this the last real scrambler on the market. By the time the
new Triumph Scrambler came out in , it carried only a visual heritage to past scrambler models.
The KE? To match the old-fashioned suspension, Kawasaki had drum brakes on the KE, front
and rear. Another old-school touch: the KE had a kickstart, and never came with an electric
start. Unlike the bloated barges passing for scramblers today, the KE was extremely light, with a
wet weight just under lb. This was a bike that you could throw into the back of your pickup
yourself, even if you forgot the ramp. That ghastly purple and green paint job was pretty
standard for the final 20 years of KE production. Skip to content. Check out that old-school
exhaust. Comment Series: 4 Sale Welcome our 4 Sale series about interesting, unique or weird
bikes for sale online. Related For Sale. Subscribe to Our Newsletter Your email Thank you for
subscribing! This email is already subscribed. There has been an error. Keep The Ride Going
Breaking. See more articles. Breaking Buell is back! From Our Forum wheel bearings 18
Replies. Air compressor suggestions 13 Replies. Anyone use an old school intercom between
house and garage? Versys-X speculations thread 5, Replies. Kymco K-Pipe Replies. KLR Only
Thread Back to top Top. Make Kawasaki. Bike is located at the NJ Shore area, unable to crate
bike. Bike is also for sale locally, reserve the rite to end EBay sale if sold locally. Model Ke.
Model KE New tires, everything works, chain, sprockets good, cranks easily and runs pretty
good, although not perfect. My main ride needs work so I'm selling this one to free up funds.
See pics. Model KE Runs perfectly!! Oil injection under seat not premix , so easy to fill up at the
pump. We used as a learner bike, so not much use on it. Low seat height, if you're over 5' you
can probably flatfoot on this bike at a stop. Good confidence builder. Runs good, starts right up.
Just put gas in it and start riding. Model Ke Always garage kept with clean title in hand. All

original parts, never ridden hard. Make Harley-Davidson. This bike will give you long-haul
touring features and custom style including, the GTX saddlebags, Tour-Pak, large inch front
wheel, high output accessory connector, cruise control, and comfortable motorcycle seat. An
air-cooled Twin Cam engine provides powerful performance for passing, climbing hills and
riding with passengers and luggage. This classically styled, bold six-gallon fuel tank doesn't
just give you a bigger canvas for premium or custom paint; it holds six gallons of go so you can
eat up a lot more road between pit stops. We know fuel economy is important but so is style.
With its twin headlamps, iconic style and unique attitude, it's absolutely distinct on the streets,
while its integrated storage gives you a resting place for valuables you need to access easily
during your journey. The headlamp shroud and windscreen trim add style to the fairing without
straying from its legendary look. Even better, these saddlebags open from the top, so your gear
won't end up spilled all over the highway. They keep your fancy unmentionables dry, and the
chrome latches won't corrode in bad weather. And when you're off the road, one common key
starts the bike and gives you access to your saddlebags, keeping your pockets as uncluttered
as your bike's classic design. This completes the custom, one-of-a-kind look. We beefed things
up by adding a big. Audio Sound, infotainment, custom details and mind-blowing paint.
Locked-up tires are now history even when there s wet pavement. We ve made it feel even better
to lean your way through a turn. Now you can see better. And we ve made you more
conspicuous to the cage-driving public. Because one thing we all agree on is this: bikes that
work better make riders who ride better. Take a ride. See how good you can be. Purer sound.
Big, full-color touch screens. Switches that are located where you intuitively want them to be
and can reach without removing your hands from the grips. Voice activation for your music,
phone and GPS. Or as more than one rider asked: Why can t the infotainment system on my
motorcycle blow away the ones the car companies put in their cars? We couldn t agree more.
You won t believe your eyes. Or ears. Project RUSHMORE - Feel We dialed in the comfort of our
machines the hard way: over thousands of miles in all kinds of riding conditions on every kind
of street, road and highway ever laid down in pavement. Experienced riders putting in long
hours in the saddle and giving us feedback on every aspect that contributes to comfort on the
road. Airflow, heat management, seat textures, legroom and hand controls all went under the
hard microscope of the road and got tested and re-tested by real riders and worked and
re-worked by us until we were satisfied we had built the most comfortable machines on the
road. We all want to go farther, and when you're more comfortable in the saddle, you can. All
the legacy of the Harley-Davidson name. Plus custom touches and performance that distinguish
you from every other bike on the road. Sure there's a little vanity. Premium custom. Big,
tricked-out wheels. Deep attention to details. The perfect storm of engineering and style you'll
only find on a custom machine. And you'll spoil yourself with the accessories from comfort to
electronics to chrome. Make Honda. Model CBX. And Then Ride There. That s no surprise to
anybody who s ridden one: the CBX is an adventure-style motorcycle that delivers comfort,
versatility and a can-do attitude at a surprisingly affordable price. And to make a great choice
even better, the CBX features a bucketful of improvements this year. You still get plenty of
performance, and the capability to excel at everything from adventure rides to sport touring.
You can adjust the compact windscreen to varying heights plus it s mm taller this year , and the
larger-capacity fuel tank is carefully shaped to give the rider an unrestricted riding position.
New for A restyled LED headlight and taillight, a hinged fuel-tank filler cap, front suspension
that s now adjustable for spring preload, and a front-brake lever that s adjustable too. The CBX
is an excellent choice for riders ready to move up a displacement class, or for anyone who
appreciates a great middleweight motorcycle. And the bike s sharp, new styling this year makes
a great choice even better! Programmed Fuel-Injection PGM-FI Programmed Fuel Injection
PGM-FI continuously monitors several variables to ensure the correct fuel mixture is delivered
for the existing riding and atmospheric conditions for crisp throttle response throughout a wide
variety of riding conditions. Long-Travel Front Suspension The long stroke 41mm front fork
yields a full 5. Disc Brakes The front mm wave-style disc brake and mm rear provides strong
stopping power. LED Headlight With a clean new look for , the CBX s LED headlight and
multi-facet reflector give the front end a unique look and also project plenty of light on the road
for visibility. Make Indian. Model Chieftain Thunder Black Pearl. No bike can make you a leader.
But this one certainly sends a message. Like a power windshield. Remote-locking saddlebags.
And poised, confident handling. You ve already earned the bragging rights. Own them. Be
legendary. Model Metropolitan. This little two-wheeled wonder has been a favorite for years. So
stylish and smart, everybody who sees one instantly falls in love with it. And now, for , the
Metropolitan is better than ever. It offers the kind of Honda reliability no other scooter in the
class can touch. But we kept the best parts of the Metropolitan too: the practical under-seat
storage area, the no-shift automatic transmission, and the fun and freedom that have always

been standard equipment on this little two-wheel wonder. Make Yamaha. And there's no
stopping it with a super compact parallel twin engine with a unique degree firing order, a wide
ratio six-speed transmission, YCC-T Yamaha Chip Controlled Throttle? Powersports Dealer for
13yrs cc. This 1-Owner ride is in excellent condition and ready to go with only 5, miles of ride
time!! Power Brokers of the Black Hills Inc. Take a trip out to buy your new ride and spend some
time cruising the Black Hills or Badlands of South Dakota!! We will take all the additional photos
needed for serious buyers, just give us a call! We strive hard to make sure you know exactly
what you are buying by giving a very honest appraisal of the unit's condition. We arrange
shipping anywhere in the United States!! We are only 10 minutes from Rapid City Regional
Airport! We enjoy meeting new people and welcoming them to our area, so call us with your
flight arrival time and we will get you picked up from the airport and arrange hotel
accommodations if needed. Our shop is just 30 minutes from Mt. Rushmore and many other
attractions!! Come out and you will enjoy some of the best motorcycle riding in the United
States! Visit our website at or call us at Model Springfield Indian Motorcycle Red. Serious
inquiries with initial offers only please. Thank you. If you see the ad, it is still available. Ad will
be removed when sold. The bike is for sale, BUT I will not be able to show the bike until the end
of the month. IF still interested, kindly text your Name and Number and I will return calls in the
same order as received when I return. I am a legitimate and sincere seller. I am the owner of the
bike, and the title is clear and in hand. I rarely sell vehicles, so this is the simplest way I came
up with to handle this transaction. Should you be interested, for simplicity's sake and to protect
both parties interest - the following would happen: a. Overall Very Good Condition! Currently
Registered and is Street Legal! I used the motorcycle on roads as well as casual rides through
Princess Place Preserve! Soooo much fun!!! Thank you for your interest. Tags: enduro, on off
road, scooter, moped, collectible, rare, other, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way
cooler than a chinese scooter, : - Kawasaki KE As one of Kawasaki's best selling and enduring
models, the KE has remained true to its simple mission of providing basic, enjoyable all-around
transportation on the street or dirt. Its light weight and nimble handling inspire confidence in
novice riders, and its longevity in the Kawasaki lineup has made this venerable dual purpose
machine one of Kawasaki's best selling models of all time. The KE is powered by a simple 99cc
air-cooled, two-stroke engine with hi-tech features such as Kawasaki's exclusive Electrofusion
cylinder that offers efficient heat dissipation and abrasion resistance, and a maintenance-free
capacitor discharge ignition CDI system. Kawasaki's Superlube oil injection system eliminates
premixing fuel and oil, a common procedure with many two-stroke engines, and delivers the
precise amount of lubrication to the engine for greater reliability. The frame is made of high
tensile steel and has a steel engine guard for off-road protection. Forest Service-approved spark
arrester assures the KE access to many wilderness roads designated for licensed vehicles. At
pounds, the KE's light weight and seat height of less than 32 inches make it simple to ride and
helps give new riders confidence. The light weight also makes it easy to haul and has made it a
favorite camping companion. As has been proven over the years, the light weight and nimble
handling, combined with a simple, durable design has made the Kawasaki KE a great
dual-purpose companion for countless Kawasaki customers. Approved Spark Arrester
Street-legal lighting with turn indicators so you don't have to be home by dark
Forestry-approved spark arrester keeps Smokey happy Light Weight Only pounds, its nimble
handling is terrific in traffic and wonderful in the woods Ignition Switch Steering Lock Very easy
and convenient to lock and unlock the front forks The Best of Both Worlds The best of both
worlds: You want a bike that's good in the dirt, and you want it to be street legal for running into
town or down the highway, too. Kawasaki has the answer with do-it-all dual-purpose bikes that
come packed with exclusive features for you to explore new heights of on- and off-highway
riding and exploration. The KE is one of the most enduring and best selling models offered from
Kawasaki. Its rugged two-stroke engine is perfect for simple around town transportation or
doing a little off-highway adventuring. Not only is it built to tackle a wide range of terrain, but it
is engineered to appeal to a broad spectrum of riders. If you are looking for a lightweight
four-stroke , then you'll be delighted with the KLR It's got the goods for on and off highway
excursions, like plush long travel suspension and high ground clearance. Or the KLR It takes
you wherever, whenever in smooth, torquey comfort. And with its huge 6. So make your own
world perfect. On one of Kawasaki's impressive dual-purpose machines. Bore x Stroke
Compression Ratio 6. Payson, AZ. Alamo Heights, TX. Williamsburg, VA. Gresham, OR. Port
Jefferson Station, NY. Brooksville, FL. Earleville, MD. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Ke Year Make Kawasaki Model -. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ke.
Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Kawasaki Model Ke Year Make Honda Model Metropolitan. Category - Engine 49 cc cc Posted
Over 1 Month. Powersports Dealer for 13yrs cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Prev

1 2 3 4 Next. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Make Kawasaki. Model Ke. Model KE Hi I have a bike for sale. It's curently not registered
on Hyw. How ever it was in The previous owner lost the pinkslip. It ran real good a week ago but
needs a carburetor adjustment which I don't know how to do. I have bill of sale paper waiting for
u from DMV. Thanks have fun!! I will take payment through pay pal. Or cash. Engine number
G5E, original milesRuns, Shifts well and drivesNew tiresLite scuffs and scratchesHas notchy
steering head bearings, need replacement or greaseHas a small Fluid weep at the shift shaft or
countershaft sealClear title California Local pickup only, will cooperate in a friendly manner with
shipping agents on pickup arrangementsLocal inspection welcomeBike will not be released till
all funds are secured in our possession Sold as-is where is. Buyer responsible for all shipping
costs, arrangements, customs, tariffs etc. Serious inquiries with initial offers only please. Thank
you. If you see the ad, it is still available. Ad will be removed when sold. The bike is for sale,
BUT I will not be able to show the bike until the end of the month. IF still interested, kindly text
your Name and Number and I will return calls in the same order as received when I return. I am a
legitimate and sincere seller. I am the owner of the bike, and the title is clear and in hand. I
rarely sell vehicles, so this is the simplest way I came up with to handle this transaction. Should
you be interested, for simplicity's sake and to protect both parties interest - the following would
happen: a. Overall Very Good Condition! Currently Registered and is Street Legal! I used the
motorcycle on roads as well as casual rides through Princess Place Preserve! Soooo much
fun!!! Thank you for your interest. Tags: enduro, on off road, scooter, moped, collectible, rare,
other, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way cooler than a chinese scooter, : - Kawasaki
KE As one of Kawasaki's best selling and enduring models, the KE has remained true to its
simple mission of providing basic, enjoyable all-around transportation on the street or dirt. Its
light weight and nimble handling inspire confidence in novice riders, and its longevity in the
Kawasaki lineup has made this venerable dual purpose machine one of Kawasaki's best selling
models of all time. The KE is powered by a simple 99cc air-cooled, two-stroke engine with
hi-tech features such as Kawasaki's exclusive Electrofusion cylinder that offers efficient heat
dissipation and abrasion resistance, and a maintenance-free capacitor discharge ignition CDI
system. Kawasaki's Superlube oil injection system eliminates premixing fuel and oil, a common
procedure with many two-stroke engines, and delivers the precise amount of lubrication to the
engine for greater reliability. The frame is made of high tensile steel and has a steel engine
guard for off-road protection. Forest Service-approved spark arrester assures the KE access to
many wilderness roads designated for licensed vehicles. At pounds, the KE's light weight and
seat height of less than 32 inches make it simple to ride and helps give new riders confidence.
The light weight also makes it easy to haul and has made it a favorite camping companion. As
has been proven over the years, the light weight and nimble handling, combined with a simple,
durable design has made the Kawasaki KE a great dual-purpose companion for countless
Kawasaki customers. Approved Spark Arrester Street-legal lighting with turn indicators so you
don't have to be home by dark Forestry-approved spark arrester keeps Smokey happy Light
Weight Only pounds, its nimble handling is terrific in traffic and wonderful in the woods Ignition
Switch Steering Lock Very easy and convenient to lock and unlock the front forks The Best of
Both Worlds The best of both worlds: You want a bike that's good in the dirt, and you want it to
be street legal for running into town or down the highway, too. Kawasaki has the answer with
do-it-all dual-purpose bikes that come packed with exclusive features for you to explore new
heights of on- and off-highway riding and exploration. The KE is one of the most enduring and
best selling models offered from Kawasaki. Its rugged two-stroke engine is perfect for simple
around town transportation or doing a little off-highway adventuring. Not only is it built to tackle
a wide range of terrain, but it is engineered to appeal to a broad spectrum of riders. If you are
looking for a lightweight four-stroke , then you'll be delighted with the KLR It's got the goods for
on and off highway excursions, like plush long travel suspension and high ground clearance. Or
the KLR It takes you wherever, whenever in smooth, torquey comfort. And with its huge 6. So
make your own world perfect. On one of Kawasaki's impressive dual-purpose machines. Bore x
Stroke Compression Ratio 6. Very Good Condition! I used the motorcycle on roads. No tire
kickers, no money orders, no ship, no trades, cash is king. Tags: enduro, on off road, scooter,
moped, collectible, rare, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way cooler than a chinese
scooter, : - Kawasaki KE The bike originally had a Lime Green fuel tank, white rear fender and
the exhaust heat shield was black. I changed the color to the blue back in the early 90's. My
Uncle was the original owner of this bike and at the time it was "too fast for him," so I
purchased it from him as a "step up" from my Benelli 65 that I learned to ride on. As you can
see in the photos, the bike is in very good shape considering it is 37 years old this year. The
seat is original and in excellent shape. The tires and brakes are also original. The bike does
need a new air filter as the foam in the old one deteriorated while in storage. I have always used

Premium Oil and kept up on the maintenance of this bike. It is also set up to run on General
Aviation Fuel LL " Octane Low Lead" and the carburetor needle and jet are calibrated
specifically for this fuel. Just be sure that the oil tank is filled and you are fine. The bike runs
very well and it is very strong and quick for an older bike. I just removed, disassembled and
cleaned the entire carburetor in my Ultrasonic Cleaner, inspected all parts, reassembled and
reinstalled it on the bike setting the air screw to Kawasaki's factory setting as well as the idle
adjustment screw. This Manual tells you all that you need to know about this bike and exactly
how to maintain, calibrate or repair same. There are also many parts still available, online and
on eBay, for this bike if ever needed. Check out the photos which show the Engine Performance
Curves, Running Performance Curves and Specifications of this bike, in stock configuration,
taken from the Service Manual. This bike would make for a very easy Restoration Project as all
that would be required would be cosmetics to have her looking good as new again! I would be
more than happy to show the bike to anyone who is interested in bidding on same. This bike
has never let me down and it fires right up and runs great even after she has sat for a bit! The
bike is currently at my shop in Washington Township, NJ for anyone interested in seeing it and
taking it for a ride I know that you will be impressed with how well it runs and performs! I have
nothing to hide here and I foresee no issues with the bike but I can't think of anyone who would
warranty a 37 year old piece of machinery. Thank you for checking out the bike and Happy
Bidding! Thousand Oaks, CA. Rocky Ford, CO. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Fairbury, IL.
Lebanon, OH. Brooksville, FL. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale
Kawasaki Ke Year Make Kawasaki Model Ke. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model -. Year - Make - Model -.
Make Kawasaki 4. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Make Kawasaki. Model KE Oil injection under seat not premix , so easy to fill up
at the pump. We used as a learner bike, so not much use on it. Low seat height, if you're over 5'
you can probably flatfoot on this bike at a stop. Good confidence builder. Runs good, starts
right up. Just put gas in it and start riding. Model Ke Always garage kept with clean title in hand.
All original parts, never ridden hard. Make Harley-Davidson. This bike will give you long-haul
touring features and custom style including, the GTX saddlebags, Tour-Pak, large inch front
wheel, high output accessory connector, cruise control, and comfortable motorcycle seat. An
air-cooled Twin Cam engine provides powerful performance for passing, climbing hills and
riding with passengers and luggage. This classically styled, bold six-gallon fuel tank doesn't
just give you a bigger canvas for premium or custom paint; it holds six gallons of go so you can
eat up a lot more road between pit stops. We know fuel economy is important but so is style.
With its twin headlamps, iconic style and unique attitude, it's absolutely distinct on the streets,
while its integrated storage gives you a resting place for valuables you need to access easily
during your journey. The headlamp shroud and windscreen trim add style to the fairing without
straying from its legendary look. Even better, these saddlebags open from the top, so your gear
won't end up spilled all over the highway. They keep your fancy unmentionables dry, and the
chrome latches won't corrode in bad weather. And when you're off the road, one common key
starts the bike and gives you access to your saddlebags, keeping your pockets as uncluttered
as your bike's classic design. This completes the custom, one-of-a-kind look. We beefed things
up by adding a big. Audio Sound, infotainment, custom details and mind-blowing paint.
Locked-up tires are now history even when there s wet pavement. We ve made it feel even better
to lean your way through a turn. Now you can see better. And we ve made you more
conspicuous to the cage-driving public. Because one thing we all agree on is this: bikes that
work better make riders who ride better. Take a ride. See how good you can be. Purer sound.
Big, full-color touch screens. Switches that are located where you intuitively want them to be
and can reach without removing your hands from the grips. Voice activation for your music,
phone and GPS. Or as more than one rider asked: Why can t the infotainment system on my
motorcycle blow away the ones the car companies put in their cars? We couldn t agree more.
You won t believe your eyes. Or ears. Project RUSHMORE - Feel We dialed in the comfort of our
machines the hard way: over thousands of miles in all kinds of riding conditions on every kind
of street, road and highway ever laid down in pavement. Experienced riders putting in long
hours in the saddle and giving us feedback on every aspect that contributes to comfort on the
road. Airflow, heat management, seat textures, legroom and hand controls all went under the
hard microscope of the road and got tested and re-tested by real riders and worked and
re-worked by us until we were satisfied we had built the most comfortable machines on the
road. We all want to go farther, and when you're more comfortable in the saddle, you can. All
the legacy of the Harley-Davidson name. Plus custom touches and performance that distinguish
you from every other bike on the road. Sure there's a little vanity. Premium custom. Big,
tricked-out wheels. Deep attention to details. The perfect storm of engineering and style you'll

only find on a custom machine. And you'll spoil yourself with the accessories from comfort to
electronics to chrome. Make Honda. Model CBX. And Then Ride There. That s no surprise to
anybody who s ridden one: the CBX is an adventure-style motorcycle that delivers comfort,
versatility and a can-do attitude at a surprisingly affordable price. And to make a great choice
even better, the CBX features a bucketful of improvements this year. You still get plenty of
performance, and the capability to excel at everything from adventure rides to sport touring.
You can adjust the compact windscreen to varying heights plus it s mm taller this year , and the
larger-capacity fuel tank is carefully shaped to give the rider an unrestricted riding position.
New for A restyled LED headlight and taillight, a hinged fuel-tank filler cap, front suspension
that s now adjustable for spring preload, and a front-brake lever that s adjustable too. The CBX
is an excellent choice for riders ready to move up a displacement class, or for anyone who
appreciates a great middleweight motorcycle. And the bike s sharp, new styling this year makes
a great choice even better! Programmed Fuel-Injection PGM-FI Programmed Fuel Injection
PGM-FI continuously monitors several variables to ensure the correct fuel mixture is delivered
for the existing riding and atmospheric conditions for crisp throttle response throughout a wide
variety of riding conditions. Long-Travel Front Suspension The long stroke 41mm front fork
yields a full 5. Disc Brakes The front mm wave-style disc brake and mm rear provides strong
stopping power. LED Headlight With a clean new look for , the CBX s LED headlight and
multi-facet reflector give the front end a unique look and also project plenty of light on the road
for visibility. Make Indian. Model Chieftain Thunder Black Pearl. No bike can make you a leader.
But this one certainly sends a message. Like a power windshield. Remote-locking saddlebags.
And poised, confident handling. You ve already earned the bragging rights. Own them. Be
legendary. Model Metropolitan. This little two-wheeled wonder has been a favorite for years. So
stylish and smart, everybody who sees one instantly falls in love with it. And now, for , the
Metropolitan is better than ever. It offers the kind of Honda reliability no other scooter in the
class can touch. But we kept the best parts of the Metropolitan too: the practical under-seat
storage area, the no-shift automatic transmission, and the fun and freedom that have always
been standard equipment on this little two-wheel wonder. Serious inquiries with initial offers
only please. Thank you. If you see the ad, it is still available. Ad will be removed when sold. The
bike is for sale, BUT I will not be able to show the bike until the end of the month. IF still
interested, kindly text your Name and Number and I will return calls in the same order as
received when I return. I am a legitimate and sincere seller. I am the owner of the bike, and the
title is clear and in hand. I rarely sell vehicles, so this is the simplest way I came up with to
handle this transaction. Should you be interested, for simplicity's sake and to protect both
parties interest - the following would happen: a. Overall Very Good Condition! Currently
Registered and is Street Legal! I used the motorcycle on roads as well as casual rides through
Princess Place Preserve! Soooo much fun!!! Thank you for your interest. Tags: enduro, on off
road, scooter, moped, collectible, rare, other, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way
cooler than a chinese scooter, : - Kawasaki KE As one of Kawasaki's best selling and enduring
models, the KE has remained true to its simple mission of providing basic, enjoyable all-around
transportation on the street or dirt. Its light weight and nimble handling inspire confidence in
novice riders, and its longevity in the Kawasaki lineup has made this venerable dual purpose
machine one of Kawasaki's best selling models of all time. The KE is powered by a simple 99cc
air-cooled, two-stroke engine with hi-tech features such as Kawasaki's exclusive Electrofusion
cylinder that offers efficient heat dissipation and abrasion resistance, and a maintenance-free
capacitor discharge ignition CDI system. Kawasaki's Superlube oil injection system eliminates
premixing fuel and oil, a common procedure with many two-stroke engines, and delivers the
precise amount of lubrication to the engine for greater reliability. The frame is made of high
tensile steel and has a steel engine guard for off-road protection. Forest Service-approved spark
arrester assures the KE access to many wilderness roads designated for licensed vehicles. At
pounds, the KE's light weight and seat height of less than 32 inches make it simple to ride and
helps give new riders confidence. The light weight also makes it easy to haul and has made it a
favorite camping companion. As has been proven over the years, the light weight and nimble
handling, combined with a simple, durable design has made the Kawasaki KE a great
dual-purpose companion for countless Kawasaki customers. Approved Spark Arrester
Street-legal lighting with turn indicators so you don't have to be home by dark
Forestry-approved spark arrester keeps Smokey happy Light Weight Only pounds, its nimble
handling is terrific in traffic and wonderful in the woods Ignition Switch Steering Lock Very easy
and convenient to lock and unlock the front forks The Best of Both Worlds The best of both
worlds: You want a bike that's good in the dirt, and you want it to be street legal for running into
town or down the highway, too. Kawasaki has the answer with do-it-all dual-purpose bikes that
come packed with exclusive features for you to explore new heights of on- and off-highway

riding and exploration. The KE is one of the most enduring and best selling models offered from
Kawasaki. Its rugged two-stroke engine is perfect for simple around town transportation or
doing a little off-highway adventuring. Not only is it built to tackle a wide range of terrain, but it
is engineered to appeal to a broad spectrum of riders. If you are looking for a lightweight
four-stroke , then you'll be delighted with the KLR It's got the goods for on and off highway
excursions, like plush long travel suspension and high ground clearance. Or the KLR It takes
you wherever, whenever in smooth, torquey comfort. And with its huge 6. So make your own
world perfect. On one of Kawasaki's impressive dual-purpose machines. Bore x Stroke
Compression Ratio 6. This is the last 2-stroke factory street bike ever sold in U. Great motor
home bike or alternative to a scooter if you want to go off-road. It does 50,and has 2nd tires
which are only one ride old. Very Good Condition! I used the motorcycle on roads. No tire
kickers, no money orders, no ship, no trades, cash is king. Tags: enduro, on off road, scooter,
moped, collectible, rare, bike week, daytona beach fl, motorcycle, way cooler than a chinese
scooter, : - Kawasaki KE Model KE The Kawasaki KE is a dual-sport motorcycle that was
produced by Kawasaki from to A direct successor to the G5, the major changes on the KE were
different ergonomics and a change in transmission layout 1-N to the G5's N The KE did not
change much through the years, although minor changes were made to the engine and
transmission over successive model years, as well as a switch to different tanks after the B4
model. It uses an oil injection system that Kawasaki calls "superlube" to both eliminate
fuel-mixing and give a precise fuel-oil mixture in the two-stroke cycle, reducing emissions
enough that the KE still passes US emissions tests. Its fuel tank has a capacity of 2. These
bikes are getting very hard to find in this condition. Give us a call, or stop in!!! Each bike goes
through rigorous inspection, cleaning and examination before we feel comfortable considering
it a part of our inventory and available for sale. Once we are through with our thorough
inspections and cleanings and the bike has been approved for sale, we photograph it from all
angles. The picture views assure to our clients that the bike is in good condition and there are
no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to our online buyers. Be sure to check out
brennys dot com!! Lawrenceville, GA. Williamsburg, VA. Coconut Creek, FL. Gloucester, VA.
North Fork, CA. Eau Gallie, FL. Dix Hills, NY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Ke Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make
Kawasaki Model Ke Year Make Honda Model Metropolitan. Category - Engine 49 cc cc Posted
Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category Beta Dual Sport 1. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Skip to main content of results for
"kawasaki ke". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From
Our Brands. Packaging Option. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Filter results by
your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a
new vehicle. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 11 left in stock - order soon. Only 3 left in stock order soon. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Only 13 left in stock - order soon. Only 2 left in
stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 14 left in stock - order
soon. Only 19 left in stock - order soon. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. N
chevy express 2007
dodge dakota starter solenoid
toyota scion tc 2007 especificaciones
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

